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In The Knowledge Web, James Burke, the bestselling author and host of television's
Connections series, takes us on a fascinating tour through the interlocking threads of knowledge
running through Western history. Displaying mesmerizing flights of fancy, he shows how
seemingly unrelated ideas and innovations bounce off one another, spinning a vast, interactive
web on which everything is connected to everything else: Carmen leads to the theory of
relativity, champagne bottling links to wallpaper design, Joan of Arc connects through vaudeville
to Buffalo Bill.Illustrating his open, connective theme in the form of a journey across a web,
Burke breaks down complex concepts, offering information in a manner accessible to anybody --
high school graduates and Ph.D. holders alike. The journey touches almost two hundred
interlinked points in the history of knowledge, ultimately ending where it begins.At once amusing
and instructing, The Knowledge Web heightens our awareness of our interdependence -- with
one another and with the past. Only by understanding the interrelated nature of the modern
world can we hope to identify complex patterns of change and direct the process of innovation to
the common good.

UnknownThe Washington Post One of the most intriguing minds in the Western world.Bill Gates
James Burke is a favorite author of mine.porReviewBill Gates James Burke is a favorite author of
mine.From BooklistBurke, familiar to PBS watchers from series like Connections, is back,
practicing what he preached in The Axemaker's Gift (1995). The Knowledge Web is Burke's
effort to replicate, in linear form, the sort of "webbed" knowledge available to Internet surfers. Its
20 chapters trace often serendipitous developments of particular products or scientific
discoveries: the sort of narratives Burke watchers have seen many times. In this book, however,
the author makes intersections explicit: a person--say, Cyrus Field or Annie Besant--or idea that
appears several times in the book is a "gateway," and each reference is marked with the other
places in the book where the same person or idea comes up again. A curious reader who wants
to explore the gateway can stop reading about the telegraph and switch to a chapter on
warships or instant coffee. With "twenty different journeys across the great web of change" and
142 gateways, Burke offers readers "at least 142 different ways" to read his book. Full of useful
information and an interesting experiment in "webbed" knowledge. Mary Carroll --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.How is vivisection related to Stonehenge? It might take a
few leaps of history, but you'll find the answer in The Knowledge Web, another of science
historian James Burke's compelling collections of circular narratives that have informed and
inspired astute readers for years. Best known for his outstanding documentary series
Connections, Burke has a genius for unraveling complex threads of history and sharing with us
the remarkable coincidences and contingencies that built our modern world. In The Knowledge



Web he shows us how the rapid flow of information engenders greater possibilities for the kinds
of chance meetings that drive progress.Burke uses a very neat trick that both demonstrates the
potential of hypertext and makes a more pleasurable reading experience. When mentioning
certain key figures or events, he includes a footnote that points the reader not to the bottom of
the page or the end of the book, but to another point in the text where the figure or event comes
into play again. Many other writers would find this impossible to pull off, but Burke's style is
perfectly suited for these jumps; if anything, his major theme of interconnectedness is driven
home in a fresh new way. Whether or not you're a fan of Burke's unique style, The Knowledge
Web will delight and amaze you with its visions of the delicacy of history and the many paths the
past must take to reach the future. --Rob Lightner--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From Kirkus ReviewsBack playing his theme musicthe process by which new ideas
emerge is serendipitous and interactive''is the hugely entertaining Burke (The Pinball Effect,
1996, etc.). Hes off on another of his joyrides, following the often bizarre pathways that lead from
one idea to another, following like a bloodhound the threads that link events and notions and
personalities. And he doesn't just list the things passing strange before his purview, he stops to
examine them and deliver a smart little explication. Hes not just amused to learn that the
Magnetico-Electrico Celestial Bed, wherein the administrations of shocks to the participants was
said to ``ensure immediate conception,'' can be found on the road to the cornflake, he wants
readers to know why. And its pure pleasure to read as he unravels the skein knotting the
pugnacious father of cybernetics, Norbert Wiener, to the equally pugnacious antivivisectionists,
and ``a thirty-three-year-old married Englishwoman with a hidden past and the habit of wearing
no underwear'' to, 211 pages later, the Elgin marbles. Burke again makes use of ``gateways'' in
his narrative, a system of numeric codes that link distant strands within the text into a literary
subspace, allowing readers to skip about throughout the book, as if Burke's caperings aren't
entertainment enough, though it does drive home why Burke is so pleased that the word ``web''
has gained such currency. There are vague rumblings at the beginning of this book about a new
system of knowledge gathering, sowing democracy and enfranchising the uneducated in its
wake, that Burke will introduce, in which semi-intelligent computer software helps weed through
the information glut unleashed by the Internet. That would suggest undermining the very
serendipity and interactivity that enthralls him so, and he wisely doesn't mention it again after the
introduction. Burke is in a league alone when it comes to freewheeling intellectual curiosity and
mapping nature's strange designs. -- Copyright ©1999, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights
reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Library JournalFlights of
fancy from a sci-tech expert, e.g., what do Buffalo Bill Cody and the Spanish Inquisition have in
common?Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From Publishers WeeklyContinuing in the vein of The Pinball Effect, his
unconventional history of technological change, Burke offers 20 new historical "story lines" that
attempt to demonstrate the interactive, often serendipitous connections among ideas, events,
people and innovations. His style matches his subject as he skips from one topic to another,



moving at the speed of hypertext. The chapter on feedback systems hops from neural
networksAcomputers that simulate the human brain's workingsAto studies of the physiology of
animal emotion, Cyrus Field's pioneering transatlantic telephone cable in 1857 and thence to
Napoleon, James Watt, Arts and Crafts movement leader William Morris and Theosophist Annie
Besant. Burke always risks being charged with carrying on an intellectual parlor game that
trivializes the history of science and invention, of stretching the maxim "everything is
interconnected" to the point of meaninglessness. But because his material is intrinsically
interesting and because Burke is a superb raconteur, his maverick guide to the byways of
Western civilization is entertaining when consumed in small segments. This manic, associative
tour of the cultural underpinnings of technological advancement fast, sexy and packed with
information; but it's ultimately shapeless and provides little in the way of deeper
understanding.Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorJames Burke is the author of several bestselling books,
including Circles, American Connections, and The Knowledge Web. He is a monthly columnist
at Scientific American and also serves as director, writer, and host of the television series
Connections 3 on The Learning Channel. He is the founder of the James Burke Institute for
Innovation in Education, whose flagship project, the Knowledge Web, an interactive website,
was recently launched. He lives in London. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.IntroductionChange
comes so fast these days that the reaction of the average person recalls the depressive who
takes some time off work and heads for the beach. A couple of days later his psychiatrist gets a
postcard from him. The message on the card reads: "Having a wonderful time. Why?"Innovation
is so often surprising and unexpected because the process by which new ideas emerge is
serendipitous and interactive. Even those directly involved may be unaware of the outcome of
their work. How, for instance, could a nineteenth-century perfume-spray manufacturer and the
chemist who discovered how to crack gasoline from oil have foreseen that their products would
come together to create the carburetor? In the 1880s, without the accidental spillage of some of
the recently invented artificial colorant onto a petri-dish culture that revealed to a German
researcher named Ehrlich that the dye preferentially killed certain bacilli, would Ehrlich have
become the first chemotherapist? If the Romantic movement's concept of "nature-philosophy"
had not suggested that nature evolves through the reconciliation of opposing forces, would
Oersted have sought to "reconcile" electricity and magnetism and discovered the
electromagnetic force that made possible modern telecommunications?Small wonder, then, that
the man and woman in the street are left behind in all this, if the researchers themselves don't
get the point. But given the conditions under which science and technology work, how else
could it be? At last count there were more than twenty thousand different disciplines, each of
them staffed by researchers straining to replace what they produced yesterday.These noodling
world-changers are spurred on by at least two powerful motivators. The first is that you are more
likely to achieve recognition if you make your particular research niche so specialist that there's



only room in it for you. So the aim of most scientists is to know more and more about less and
less, and to describe what it is they know in terms of such precision as to be virtually
incomprehensible to their colleagues, let alone the general public.The second motivator is the
CEO. Corporations survive in a changing world only by encouraging their specialists to generate
change before somebody else does. Winning in the marketplace means catching the
competition by surprise. Not surprisingly, this process also surprises the consumer, and nowhere
so frequently today as in the world of electronics, where by the time the user gets around to
reading the manual, the gizmo to which it refers is obsolete.We live in this permanently off-
balance manner because of the way knowledge has been generated and disseminated for the
last 120,000 years. In early Neolithic times the requirement to teach the highly precise,
sequential skills of stone-tool manufacture demanded a similarly precise, sequential use of
sounds and is thought to have given rise to language. The sequential nature' of language
facilitated description of the world in similarly precise terms, and in due course a process
originally developed for chipping pieces off stone became a tool for chipping pieces off the
universe. This reduction, of reality to its constituent parts is at the root of the view of knowledge
known as "reductionism," from which science sprang in the seventeenth-century West. Simply
put, scientific knowledge comes as the result of taking things apart to see how they work.Over
millennia, this way of doing things has tended to subdivide knowledge into smaller and more
specialist segments. For example, in the past hundred years or so, the ancient discipline of
botany has fragmented and diversified to become biology, organic chemistry, histology,
embryology, evolutionary biology, physiology, cytology, pathology, bacteriology, urology, ecology,
population genetics and zoology.There is no reason to suppose that this process of proliferation
and fragmentation will lessen or cease. It is at the heart of what, since Darwin's time, has been
called "progress." If we live today in the best of all possible materialist worlds, it is because of the
tremendous strides made by specialist research that have given us everything from more
absorbent diapers to linear accelerators. We in the technologically advanced nations are
healthier, wealthier, more mobile, better-informed individuals than ever before in history, thanks
to myriad specialists andu the products of their pencil-chewing efforts.However, the corollary to
a small minority knowing more and more about less and less is a large majority knowing less
and less about more and more. In the past this has been a relatively unimportant matter
principally because for most of history the illiterate majority (hard-pressed enough just to
survive) has been unaware that the problem existed at all. Technology was in such limited supply
that there was only enough to share it among a few elite decision-makers.It is true that over time,
as the technology diversified, knowledge slowly diffused outward into the community via
information media such as the alphabet, paper, the printing press and telecommunications: But
at the same time these systems also served to increase the overall amount of specialist
knowledge. What reached the general public was usually either out-of-date or no longer vital to
the interests of the elite. And as specialist knowledge expanded, so did the gulf between those
who had information and those who did not.Each time there was a major advance in the ability to



generate, store or disseminate knowledge, it was followed by an "information surge" and with it a
sudden acceleration in the level of innovation that dramatically enhanced the power of the elites.
But sooner or later the same technology reached enough people to undermine the status quo.
The arrival of paper in thirteenth-century Europe strengthened the hand of church and throve,
but at the same time created a merchant class that would ultimately question their authority. The
printing press gave Rome the means to enforce obedience and conformity, then Luther used it to
wage a propaganda war that ended with the emergence of Protestantism. In the late nineteenth
century, when military technology made possible conflicts in which hundreds of thousands died,
and manufacturing technology generated untenable working and living conditions for millions of
factory workers, radicals and reformers were aided in their efforts by new printing techniques
cheap enough to spread their message of protest in newspapers and pamphlets.By the mid
twentieth century scientific and technological knowledge far outstripped the ability of most
people, even the averagely well-informed, to comprehend it. The stimulus, of the Cold War
brought advances in computer technology that seemed likely to place unprecedented power in
the hands of economic and political power blocs. There was talk of "Big Brother" government,
rule by multinational corporations, the central databases that would hold personal files on every
individual, and the creeping homogenization of the human race into one giant "global village."
Unchecked state and corporate industrialization finally began to generate the first visible signs
of global warming, runaway pollution decimated the animal population and the tropical forests
went down before fire and axe at an alarming rate.However, at the same time, the failing cost of
computer and telecommunications technology also began to make it possible for these
developments to be discussed in an, unprecedentedly large public forum. And the more we
learned about the world through television and radio, the more it became clear that urgent
measures were needed to preserve its fragile ecosystems and its even more fragile cultural
diversity. At the end of the twentieth century the emergence of the ubiquitous Internet and
affordable wireless technology offered the opportunity for millions of individuals to think, of
becoming involved.However, the culture of scarcity, with which we have lived for millennia has
not prepared us well for the responsibilities technology will force on us in the next few decades.
Reductionism, representative democracy and the division of labor have tended to leave such
matters in the hands of specialists who are, increasingly, no more aware of the ramifications of
their work than anybody else.The result is that national and international institutions are coming
under unprecedented stress as they try to apply their obsolete mechanisms to twenty-first-
century problems. In Britain recently a case was brought against an individual which rested on
the fifteenth-century meaning of the word "obscene." Medical etiquette has changed little since
1800. In some places science and religion are in conflict over the definition of life.Western
institutions function as if the world had not changed since they were established to deal with the
specific problems of the time. Fifteenth-century nation-states, emerging into a world without
telecommunications, developed representative democracy; seventeenth-century explorers in
need of financial backing invented the stock market; in the eleventh century the influx of Arab



knowledge triggered the invention of universities to process the new data for student priests.In
the coming decades it is likely that many social institutions will attempt to adapt by becoming
virtual, bringing their services directly to the individual much in the way that banks have already
begun to. But their new accessibility will in turn likely subject them to proliferating and
diversifying demands that will change how they work and make them redefine their purpose. In
education, the old reductionist reliance on specialism and testing by repetition will have to give
way to a much more flexible definition of ability. As machines increasingly take over the tasks
that once occupied a human lifetime, specialist skills may take on a merely antiquarian value.
New ways will have to be found to assess intelligence in a world in which memory and
experience seem no longer of value (again, this is nothing new: the alphabet and l...--This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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York, NY 10020Copyright © 1999 by London WritersAll rights reserved, including the right of
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PagesettersManufactured in the United States of America3 5 7 9 10 8 6 4 2The Library
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IntroductionChange comes so fast these days that the reaction of the average person recalls the
depressive who takes some time off work and heads for the beach. A couple of days later his
psychiatrist gets a postcard from him. The message on the card reads: “Having a wonderful time.
Why?”Innovation is so often surprising and unexpected because the process by which new
ideas emerge is serendipitous and interactive. Even those directly involved may be unaware of
the outcome of their work. How, for instance, could a nineteenth-century perfume-spray
manufacturer and the chemist who discovered how to crack gasoline from oil have foreseen that
their products would come together to create the carburetor? In the 1880s, without the
accidental spillage of some of the recently invented artificial colorant onto a petri-dish culture
that revealed to a German researcher named Ehrlich that the dye preferentially killed certain
bacilli, would Ehrlich have become the first chemotherapist? If the Romantic movement’s
concept of “nature-philosophy” had not suggested that nature evolves through the reconciliation
of opposing forces, would Oersted have sought to “reconcile” electricity and magnetism and
discovered the electromagnetic force that made possible modern telecommunications?Small
wonder, then, that the man and woman in the street are left behind in all this, if the researchers
themselves don’t get the point. But given the conditions under which science and technology
work, how else could it be? At last count there were more than twenty thousand different



disciplines, each of them staffed by researchers straining to replace what they produced
yesterday.These noodling world-changers are spurred on by at least two powerful motivators.
The first is that you are more likely to achieve recognition if you make your particular research
niche so specialist that there’s only room in it for you. So the aim of most scientists is to know
more and more about less and less, and to describe what it is they know in terms of such
precision as to be virtually incomprehensible to their colleagues, let alone the general public.The
second motivator is the CEO. Corporations survive in a changing world only by encouraging
their specialists to generate change before somebody else does. Winning in the marketplace
means catching the competition by surprise. Not surprisingly, this process also surprises the
consumer, and nowhere so frequently today as in the world of electronics, where by the time the
user gets around to reading the manual, the gizmo to which it refers is obsolete.We live in this
permanently off-balance manner because of the way knowledge has been generated and
disseminated for the last 120,000 years. In early Neolithic times the requirement to teach the
highly precise, sequential skills of stone-tool manufacture demanded a similarly precise,
sequential use of sounds and is thought to have given rise to language. The sequential nature of
language facilitated description of the world in similarly precise terms, and in due course a
process originally developed for chipping pieces off stone became a tool for chipping pieces off
the universe. This reduction of reality to its constituent parts is at the root of the view of
knowledge known as “reductionism,” from which science sprang in the seventeenthcentury
West. Simply put, scientific knowledge comes as the result of taking things apart to see how they
work.Over millennia, this way of doing things has tended to subdivide knowledge into smaller
and more specialist segments. For example, in the past hundred years or so, the ancient
discipline of botany has fragmented and diversified to become biology, organic chemistry,
histology, embryology, evolutionary biology, physiology, cytology, pathology, bacteriology,
urology, ecology, population genetics and zoologyThere is no reason to suppose that this
process of proliferation and fragmentation will lessen or cease. It is at the heart of what, since
Darwin’s time, has been called “progress.” If we live today in the best of all possible materialist
worlds, it is because of the tremendous strides made by specialist research that have given us
everything from more absorbent diapers to linear accelerators. We in the technologically
advanced nations are healthier, wealthier, more mobile, better-informed individuals than ever
before in history, thanks to myriad specialists and the products of their pencil-chewing
efforts.However, the corollary to a small minority knowing more and more about less and less is
a large majority knowing less and less about more and more. In the past this has been a
relatively unimportant matter principally because for most of history the illiterate majority (hard-
pressed enough just to survive) has been unaware that the problem existed at all. Technology
was in such limited supply that there was only enough to share it among a few elite
decisionmakers.It is true that over time, as the technology diversified, knowledge slowly diffused
outward into the community via information media such as the alphabet, paper, the printing
press and telecommunications. But at the same time these systems also served to increase the



overall amount of specialist knowledge. What reached the general public was usually either out-
of-date or no longer vital to the interests of the elite. And as specialist knowledge expanded, so
did the gulf between those who had information and those who did not.Each time there was a
major advance in the ability to generate, store or disseminate knowledge, it was followed by an
“information surge” and with it a sudden acceleration in the level of innovation that dramatically
enhanced the power of the elites. But sooner or later the same technology reached enough
people to undermine the status quo. The arrival of paper in thirteenth-century Europe
strengthened the hand of church and throne, but at the same time created a merchant class that
would ultimately question their authority. The printing press gave Rome the means to enforce
obedience and conformity, then Luther used it to wage a propaganda war that ended with the
emergence of Protestantism. In the late nineteenth century, when military technology made
possible conflicts in which hundreds of thousands died, and manufacturing technology
generated untenable working and living conditions for millions of factory workers, radicals and
reformers were aided in their efforts by new printing techniques cheap enough to spread their
message of protest in newspapers and pamphlets.By the mid twentieth century scientific and
technological knowledge far outstripped the ability of most people, even the averagely well-
informed, to comprehend it. The stimulus of the Cold War brought advances in computer
technology that seemed likely to place unprecedented power in the hands of economic and
political power blocs. There was talk of “Big Brother” government, rule by multinational
corporations, the central databases that would hold personal files on every individual, and the
creeping homogenization of the human race into one giant “global village.” Unchecked state and
corporate industrialization finally began to generate the first visible signs of global warming,
runaway pollution decimated the animal population and the tropical forests went down before fire
and axe at an alarming rate.However, at the same time, the falling cost of computer and
telecommunications technology also began to make it possible for these developments to be
discussed in an unprecedentedly large public forum. And the more we learned about the world
through television and radio, the more it became clear that urgent measures were needed to
preserve its fragile ecosystems and its even more fragile cultural diversity At the end of the
twentieth century the emergence of the ubiquitous Internet and affordable wireless technology
offered the opportunity for millions of individuals to think of becoming involved. However, the
culture of scarcity with which we have lived for millennia has not prepared us well for the
responsibilities technology will force on us in the next few decades. Reductionism,
representative democracy and the division of labor have tended to leave such matters in the
hands of specialists who are, increasingly, no more aware of the ramifications of their work than
anybody else.The result is that national and international institutions are coming under
unprecedented stress as they try to apply their obsolete mechanisms to twenty-first-century
problems. In Britain recently a case was brought against an individual which rested on the
fifteenthcentury meaning of the word “obscene.” Medical etiquette has changed little since 1800.
In some places science and religion are in conflict over the definition of life.Western institutions



function as if the world had not changed since they were established to deal with the specific
problems of the time. Fifteenth-century nation-states, emerging into a world without
telecommunications, developed representative democracy; seventeenth-century explorers in
need of financial backing invented the stock market; in the eleventh century the influx of Arab
knowledge triggered the invention of universities to process the new data for student priests.In
the coming decades it is likely that many social institutions will attempt to adapt by becoming
virtual, bringing their services directly to the individual much in the way that banks have already
begun to. But their new accessibility will in turn likely subject them to proliferating and
diversifying demands that will change how they work and make them redefine their purpose. In
education, the old reductionist reliance on specialism and testing by repetition will have to give
way to a much more flexible definition of ability. As machines increasingly take over the tasks
that once occupied a human lifetime, specialist skills may take on a merely antiquarian value.
New ways will have to be found to assess intelligence in a world in which memory and
experience seem no longer of value (again, this is nothing new: the alphabet and later the
printing press both presented the same perceived threat).When a corporate workforce becomes
scattered across the country, or the globe, in thousands of individual homes or groups, and
deals direct with millions of customers, the value of communication skills is likely to outweigh
that of most others. Such ability may be possessed by people who would previously have been
thought unqualified to work for the corporation, because in the old world they would have been
too young, or too old, or too distant, for example. A virtual education system will have to deal with
problems such as a multicultural global student body bringing very diverse experience, attitudes
and aims to the class. In terms of international law, recent cases involving copyright or
pornography reveal how complex such legal problems are likely to become.This book does not
attempt directly to address any of these problems. Rather, it suggests an approach to
knowledge perhaps more attuned to the needs of the twenty-first century as described above.
Some readers will no doubt see this approach as more evidence of the “dumbing-down” of
recent years. But the same was said about the first printing press, newspapers, calculators and
the removal of mandatory Latin from the curriculum.In its fully developed form, the “webbed”
knowledge system introduced here would be inclusive, not exclusive. Modern interactive
networked communications systems married to astronomically large data storage capability
ought to ensure that at times of change nothing need be lost. No subject or skill will be too
arcane for its practitioners to pursue when the marketplace for their skills is planetwide.Also, no
external memory device from alphabet to laptop seems to have degraded human mental
abilities by its introduction. Rather these abilities have been augmented each time by the new
tools. Some skills, such as rote memory, become less widely used, but there seems to be no
evidence that the capability for them disappears. In many cases machines also take over routine
work, freeing individuals to use their skills at higher levels.The latest interactive, semi-intelligent
technologies seem likely to make this possible on an unprecedented scale. They also bring to an
end a period of history in which the human brain was constrained by limited technology to



operate in a less-than-optimal way, since the brain appears not to be designed to work best in
the linear, discrete way promoted by reductionism. The average healthy brain has more than a
hundred billion neurons, each communicating with others via thousands of dendrites. The
number of potential ways for signals to go in the system is said to be greater than the number of
atoms in the universe. In matters as fundamental as recognition it seems that the brain uses
some of its massive interconnectedness to call on many different processes at once to deal with
events in the outside world, so as quickly to identify a potentially dangerous pattern of inputs.It is
this pattern-recognition capability that might prove to be the most useful attribute of a webbed
knowledge system driven by the semi-intelligent interactive systems now being developed. As
this book hopes to show, learning to identify the pattern of connections between ideas, people
and events is the first step toward understanding the context and relevance of information. So
the social implications of webbed knowledge systems are exciting, since they will make it easier
for the average citizen to become informed of the relative value of innovation. After all, it is not
necessary to understand the mathematics of radioactive decay to make a decision about where
to site a nuclear power plant. As I hope you will see, this approach to knowledge may be one
way to enfranchise those millions who lack what used to be called formal education and to move
us toward more participatory forms of government.I would not pretend that what follows is more
than a first exercise, a number of linked storylines intended to introduce the reader to the kind of
information infrastructures we may begin to use in the next few decades. But I hope they will
introduce the reader to a new, more relevant way of looking at the world, because in one way or
another, we’re all connected.JAMES BURKE

IntroductionChange comes so fast these days that the reaction of the average person recalls the
depressive who takes some time off work and heads for the beach. A couple of days later his
psychiatrist gets a postcard from him. The message on the card reads: “Having a wonderful time.
Why?”Innovation is so often surprising and unexpected because the process by which new
ideas emerge is serendipitous and interactive. Even those directly involved may be unaware of
the outcome of their work. How, for instance, could a nineteenth-century perfume-spray
manufacturer and the chemist who discovered how to crack gasoline from oil have foreseen that
their products would come together to create the carburetor? In the 1880s, without the
accidental spillage of some of the recently invented artificial colorant onto a petri-dish culture
that revealed to a German researcher named Ehrlich that the dye preferentially killed certain
bacilli, would Ehrlich have become the first chemotherapist? If the Romantic movement’s
concept of “nature-philosophy” had not suggested that nature evolves through the reconciliation
of opposing forces, would Oersted have sought to “reconcile” electricity and magnetism and
discovered the electromagnetic force that made possible modern telecommunications?Small
wonder, then, that the man and woman in the street are left behind in all this, if the researchers
themselves don’t get the point. But given the conditions under which science and technology
work, how else could it be? At last count there were more than twenty thousand different



disciplines, each of them staffed by researchers straining to replace what they produced
yesterday.These noodling world-changers are spurred on by at least two powerful motivators.
The first is that you are more likely to achieve recognition if you make your particular research
niche so specialist that there’s only room in it for you. So the aim of most scientists is to know
more and more about less and less, and to describe what it is they know in terms of such
precision as to be virtually incomprehensible to their colleagues, let alone the general public.The
second motivator is the CEO. Corporations survive in a changing world only by encouraging
their specialists to generate change before somebody else does. Winning in the marketplace
means catching the competition by surprise. Not surprisingly, this process also surprises the
consumer, and nowhere so frequently today as in the world of electronics, where by the time the
user gets around to reading the manual, the gizmo to which it refers is obsolete.We live in this
permanently off-balance manner because of the way knowledge has been generated and
disseminated for the last 120,000 years. In early Neolithic times the requirement to teach the
highly precise, sequential skills of stone-tool manufacture demanded a similarly precise,
sequential use of sounds and is thought to have given rise to language. The sequential nature of
language facilitated description of the world in similarly precise terms, and in due course a
process originally developed for chipping pieces off stone became a tool for chipping pieces off
the universe. This reduction of reality to its constituent parts is at the root of the view of
knowledge known as “reductionism,” from which science sprang in the seventeenthcentury
West. Simply put, scientific knowledge comes as the result of taking things apart to see how they
work.Over millennia, this way of doing things has tended to subdivide knowledge into smaller
and more specialist segments. For example, in the past hundred years or so, the ancient
discipline of botany has fragmented and diversified to become biology, organic chemistry,
histology, embryology, evolutionary biology, physiology, cytology, pathology, bacteriology,
urology, ecology, population genetics and zoologyThere is no reason to suppose that this
process of proliferation and fragmentation will lessen or cease. It is at the heart of what, since
Darwin’s time, has been called “progress.” If we live today in the best of all possible materialist
worlds, it is because of the tremendous strides made by specialist research that have given us
everything from more absorbent diapers to linear accelerators. We in the technologically
advanced nations are healthier, wealthier, more mobile, better-informed individuals than ever
before in history, thanks to myriad specialists and the products of their pencil-chewing
efforts.However, the corollary to a small minority knowing more and more about less and less is
a large majority knowing less and less about more and more. In the past this has been a
relatively unimportant matter principally because for most of history the illiterate majority (hard-
pressed enough just to survive) has been unaware that the problem existed at all. Technology
was in such limited supply that there was only enough to share it among a few elite
decisionmakers.It is true that over time, as the technology diversified, knowledge slowly diffused
outward into the community via information media such as the alphabet, paper, the printing
press and telecommunications. But at the same time these systems also served to increase the



overall amount of specialist knowledge. What reached the general public was usually either out-
of-date or no longer vital to the interests of the elite. And as specialist knowledge expanded, so
did the gulf between those who had information and those who did not.Each time there was a
major advance in the ability to generate, store or disseminate knowledge, it was followed by an
“information surge” and with it a sudden acceleration in the level of innovation that dramatically
enhanced the power of the elites. But sooner or later the same technology reached enough
people to undermine the status quo. The arrival of paper in thirteenth-century Europe
strengthened the hand of church and throne, but at the same time created a merchant class that
would ultimately question their authority. The printing press gave Rome the means to enforce
obedience and conformity, then Luther used it to wage a propaganda war that ended with the
emergence of Protestantism. In the late nineteenth century, when military technology made
possible conflicts in which hundreds of thousands died, and manufacturing technology
generated untenable working and living conditions for millions of factory workers, radicals and
reformers were aided in their efforts by new printing techniques cheap enough to spread their
message of protest in newspapers and pamphlets.By the mid twentieth century scientific and
technological knowledge far outstripped the ability of most people, even the averagely well-
informed, to comprehend it. The stimulus of the Cold War brought advances in computer
technology that seemed likely to place unprecedented power in the hands of economic and
political power blocs. There was talk of “Big Brother” government, rule by multinational
corporations, the central databases that would hold personal files on every individual, and the
creeping homogenization of the human race into one giant “global village.” Unchecked state and
corporate industrialization finally began to generate the first visible signs of global warming,
runaway pollution decimated the animal population and the tropical forests went down before fire
and axe at an alarming rate.However, at the same time, the falling cost of computer and
telecommunications technology also began to make it possible for these developments to be
discussed in an unprecedentedly large public forum. And the more we learned about the world
through television and radio, the more it became clear that urgent measures were needed to
preserve its fragile ecosystems and its even more fragile cultural diversity At the end of the
twentieth century the emergence of the ubiquitous Internet and affordable wireless technology
offered the opportunity for millions of individuals to think of becoming involved. However, the
culture of scarcity with which we have lived for millennia has not prepared us well for the
responsibilities technology will force on us in the next few decades. Reductionism,
representative democracy and the division of labor have tended to leave such matters in the
hands of specialists who are, increasingly, no more aware of the ramifications of their work than
anybody else.The result is that national and international institutions are coming under
unprecedented stress as they try to apply their obsolete mechanisms to twenty-first-century
problems. In Britain recently a case was brought against an individual which rested on the
fifteenthcentury meaning of the word “obscene.” Medical etiquette has changed little since 1800.
In some places science and religion are in conflict over the definition of life.Western institutions



function as if the world had not changed since they were established to deal with the specific
problems of the time. Fifteenth-century nation-states, emerging into a world without
telecommunications, developed representative democracy; seventeenth-century explorers in
need of financial backing invented the stock market; in the eleventh century the influx of Arab
knowledge triggered the invention of universities to process the new data for student priests.In
the coming decades it is likely that many social institutions will attempt to adapt by becoming
virtual, bringing their services directly to the individual much in the way that banks have already
begun to. But their new accessibility will in turn likely subject them to proliferating and
diversifying demands that will change how they work and make them redefine their purpose. In
education, the old reductionist reliance on specialism and testing by repetition will have to give
way to a much more flexible definition of ability. As machines increasingly take over the tasks
that once occupied a human lifetime, specialist skills may take on a merely antiquarian value.
New ways will have to be found to assess intelligence in a world in which memory and
experience seem no longer of value (again, this is nothing new: the alphabet and later the
printing press both presented the same perceived threat).When a corporate workforce becomes
scattered across the country, or the globe, in thousands of individual homes or groups, and
deals direct with millions of customers, the value of communication skills is likely to outweigh
that of most others. Such ability may be possessed by people who would previously have been
thought unqualified to work for the corporation, because in the old world they would have been
too young, or too old, or too distant, for example. A virtual education system will have to deal with
problems such as a multicultural global student body bringing very diverse experience, attitudes
and aims to the class. In terms of international law, recent cases involving copyright or
pornography reveal how complex such legal problems are likely to become.This book does not
attempt directly to address any of these problems. Rather, it suggests an approach to
knowledge perhaps more attuned to the needs of the twenty-first century as described above.
Some readers will no doubt see this approach as more evidence of the “dumbing-down” of
recent years. But the same was said about the first printing press, newspapers, calculators and
the removal of mandatory Latin from the curriculum.In its fully developed form, the “webbed”
knowledge system introduced here would be inclusive, not exclusive. Modern interactive
networked communications systems married to astronomically large data storage capability
ought to ensure that at times of change nothing need be lost. No subject or skill will be too
arcane for its practitioners to pursue when the marketplace for their skills is planetwide.Also, no
external memory device from alphabet to laptop seems to have degraded human mental
abilities by its introduction. Rather these abilities have been augmented each time by the new
tools. Some skills, such as rote memory, become less widely used, but there seems to be no
evidence that the capability for them disappears. In many cases machines also take over routine
work, freeing individuals to use their skills at higher levels.The latest interactive, semi-intelligent
technologies seem likely to make this possible on an unprecedented scale. They also bring to an
end a period of history in which the human brain was constrained by limited technology to



operate in a less-than-optimal way, since the brain appears not to be designed to work best in
the linear, discrete way promoted by reductionism. The average healthy brain has more than a
hundred billion neurons, each communicating with others via thousands of dendrites. The
number of potential ways for signals to go in the system is said to be greater than the number of
atoms in the universe. In matters as fundamental as recognition it seems that the brain uses
some of its massive interconnectedness to call on many different processes at once to deal with
events in the outside world, so as quickly to identify a potentially dangerous pattern of inputs.It is
this pattern-recognition capability that might prove to be the most useful attribute of a webbed
knowledge system driven by the semi-intelligent interactive systems now being developed. As
this book hopes to show, learning to identify the pattern of connections between ideas, people
and events is the first step toward understanding the context and relevance of information. So
the social implications of webbed knowledge systems are exciting, since they will make it easier
for the average citizen to become informed of the relative value of innovation. After all, it is not
necessary to understand the mathematics of radioactive decay to make a decision about where
to site a nuclear power plant. As I hope you will see, this approach to knowledge may be one
way to enfranchise those millions who lack what used to be called formal education and to move
us toward more participatory forms of government.I would not pretend that what follows is more
than a first exercise, a number of linked storylines intended to introduce the reader to the kind of
information infrastructures we may begin to use in the next few decades. But I hope they will
introduce the reader to a new, more relevant way of looking at the world, because in one way or
another, we’re all connected.JAMES BURKELondon 1999

How to Use This BookThe Knowledge Web takes ten different journeys across the great web of
change. There are many different ways to read this book, just as there are many different ways to
travel on a web. The simplest way is to read from start to finish, in the manner unchanged since
the appearance of alphabetic writing thirty-five hundred years ago. Or you can read the book the
way your teacher once told you not to. You can do this at many points throughout the book, when
the timeline of a particular journey reaches a “gateway” on the web, where it crosses with the
timeline of another, different journey. At such a gateway, you’ll see the coordinates for the
location of that other place.Using the coordinates you may, if you choose, jump backward or
forward (through literary subspace) to the other gateway, pick up the new timeline and continue
your journey on the web, until you reach yet another gateway, when you may, if you choose, jump
once again. The coordinates that identify a gateway appear in the text like this:This was the
ducal seat of the Hamilton family and leased by Dr. John Roebuck, a successful entrepreneur
and ex-pupil of Black’s.In the text, “Roebuck,” is the site of the seventeenth gateway so far. In the
margin, “36 68” is the gateway you’ll jump to (the thirty-sixth gateway, located on page
68).Sometimes, there’ll be multiple gateways you can jump to, at busy moments in history,
where several pathways of change meet. Good luck!Since there are 142 gateways here that
cross, then in one sense, that means this book could conceivably be read at least 142 different



ways. Though I don’t suggest you try it, doing so would give you a rather visceral feeling for the
way change happens.And it happens that way to all of us, all the time. It’s happening to you now,
though you may not know it yet.36 68

FeedbackThis his book takes a journey across the vast, interconnected web of knowledge to
offer a glimpse of what a learning experience might be like in the twenty-first century once we
have solved the problem of information overload.In the past when technology generated
information overload the contemporary reaction was much the same as it is today On the first
appearance of paper in the medieval West, the English bishop Samson of St. Alban’s
complained that because paper would be cheaper than animal-skin parchment people would
use paper to write too many words of too little value, and since paper was not as durable as
parchment, paper-based knowledge would in the long run decay and be lost. When the printing
press was developed in the fifteenth century it was said that printed books would make reading
and writing “the infatuation of people who have no business reading and writing.” Samuel
Morse’s development of the telegraph promised to link places as far apart as Maine and Texas,
triggering the reaction: “What have Maine and Texas to say to each other?” The twentieth-
century proliferation of television channels has led to concerns about “dumbing-down.”The past
perception that new information technologies would have a destabilizing social effect led to the
imposition of controls on their use. Only a few ancient Egyptian administrators were permitted to
learn the skills of penmanship. Medieval European paper manufacture was strictly licensed. The
output of sixteenth-century printing presses was subject to official censorship by both church
and state. The new seventeenth-century libraries were not open to the public. Nineteenth-
century European telegraphs and telephones came under the control of government
ministries.The problem of past information overload has generally been of concern only to a
small number of literate administrators and their semiliterate masters. In contrast, twenty-first-
century petabyte laptops and virtually free access to the Internet may bring destabilizing effects
of information overload that will operate on a scale and at a rate well beyond anything that has
happened before. In the next few decades hundreds of millions of new users will have no
experience in searching the immense amount of available data and very little training in what to
do with it. Information abundance will stress society in ways for which it has not been prepared
and damage centralized social systems designed to function in a nineteenth-century world.Part
of the answer to the problem may be an information-filtering system customized to suit the
individual. The most promising of the systems now being developed will guide users through the
complex and exciting world of information without their getting lost. This book provides an
opportunity for the reader to take a practice run on such a journey. The journey (the book) begins
and ends with the invention of the guidance system itself—the semi-intelligent agent.There are
several types of agent in existence acting like personal secretaries in a variety of simple ways:
filtering genuine e-mail from spam, running a diary, paying bills and selecting entertainment. In
the near future agents will organize and conduct almost every aspect of the individual’s life.



Above all they will journey across the knowledge webs to retrieve information, then process and
present it in ways customized to suit the user. In time they will act on behalf of their user because
they will have learned his or her preferences by learning from the user’s daily requirements.In the
search to develop semi-intelligent agents, one of the most promising systems (and the one
which starts this journey) may be the neural network. Such a network consists of a number of
cells each reacting to signals from a number of other cells that in turn fire their signals in reaction
to input from yet other cells. If input signals cause one cell to fire more frequently than others, its
input to the next cell in the series will be given greater weighting. Since cells are programmed to
react preferentially to input from cells that fire frequently rather than from those that fire rarely,
the system “learns” from experience. This is thought to be similar to the way learning operates in
the human brain, where the repetition of a signal generated in response to a specific experience
can cause enlargement in the brain cell’s synapses.The synapse is the part of the cell that
releases transmitter chemicals that cross the gap to the next cell. If sufficient chemicals arrive on
the other side, they generate an impulse. If enough of these signals are generated in the target
cell, they cause its synapses to release chemicals in turn, and “pass the message on.” A cell with
larger synapses, releasing larger amounts of chemical, is therefore more likely to cause another
cell to fire. Networks of such frequently firing cells may constitute the building blocks of
memory.This theory of neuronal interaction was first proposed in 1943 by two American
researchers, Walter Pitts and Warren McCulloch, who also suggested that such a feedback
process might result in purposive behavior when linking the senses with the brain and muscles if
the result of the interaction were to cause the muscles to act to reduce the difference between a
condition in the real world as perceived by the senses and the condition as desired by the
brain.Pitts and McCulloch belonged to a small group of researchers calling itself the
“Teleological Society,” another of whose members was the man who invented the name for this
neural feedback process. He was Norbert Wiener, and he was the first to see the way in which
feedback might work in a machine, during his research on antiaircraft artillery systems during
World War II. Wiener was a rotund, irascible, cigar-chomping MIT professor of math who
prowled what he described as the “frontier areas” between the scientific disciplines. Between
biology and engineering Wiener developed a new discipline to deal with feedback processes.
He called the new discipline “cybernetics.” Wiener recognized that feedback devices are
information-processing systems receiving information and acting upon it. When applied to the
brain this new information-oriented view was a fundamental shift away from the entirely
biological paradigm that had ruled neurophysiology since Freud, and it was to affect all artificial-
intelligence work from then on.Wiener first applied his feedback theory early in World War II,
when he and a young engineer named Julian Bigelow were asked to improve the artillery hit rate.
At the beginning of the war the problem facing antiaircraft gunners was that as the speed of
targets increased (thanks to advances in engine and airframe technology) it became necessary
to be able to fire a shell some distance ahead of a fast-moving target in order to hit it. Automating
this process involved a large number of variables: wind, temperature, humidity, gunpowder



charge, length of gun barrel, speed and height of target, and many others. Wiener used
continuous input from radar tracking systems to establish the recent path of the target and use
that path to predict what the target’s likely position would be in the immediate future. This
information would then be fed to the gun-moving mechanisms so that aiming-off was continually
updated.The system had its most outstanding successes in 1944, when British and American
gunners shot down German flying bombs with fewer than one hundred rounds per hit. This was
an extraordinary advance over previous performance, estimated at one hit per twentyfive
hundred rounds. In 1944, during the last four weeks of German V-1 missile attacks on England,
the success rate improved dramatically. In the first week, 24 percent of targets were destroyed;
in the second, 46 percent; in the third, 67 percent; and in the fourth, 79 percent. The last day on
which a large number of V-1s were launched at Britain, 104 of the missiles were detected by
early-warning radar, but only four reached London. Antiaircraft artillery destroyed sixty-eight of
them.Early in his work on the artillery project Wiener had frequent discussions with a young
physiologist named Arturo Rosenbleuth, who was interested in human feedback mechanisms
that act to ensure precision in bodily movement. For the previous fifteen years Rosenbleuth had
worked closely with Walter Cannon, professor of physiology at Harvard. Earlier in the century
Cannon had invented the barium meal, which was opaque to X-rays. When ingested by a goose
the barium revealed the peristaltic waves that occurred in the bird’s stomach when it was hungry.
Cannon observed that hunger seemed to precipitate the onset of these waves. He then
observed that when a hungry animal was frightened the waves stopped.This led to Cannon’s
ground-breaking studies of the physical effects of emotion. He discovered that when an animal
was disturbed its sympathetic nervous system secreted into the bloodstream a chemical that
Cannon named “sympathin.” This chemical counteracted the effects of the disturbance and
returned the animal’s body systems to a state of balance. Cannon named the balancing process
“homeostasis.” In 1915 Cannon discovered that the principal body changes affected by the
sympathetic system were those involved in fight, sexual activity or flight. In such situations sugar
flowed from the liver to provide emergency energy and blood shifted from the abdomen to the
heart, lungs and limbs. If the body were wounded, blood clotting occurred more rapidly than
usual. In 1932 Cannon published a full-scale account of his research titled The Wisdom of the
Body.What had initially triggered Cannon’s interest in homeostatic mechanisms was the work of
the man to whom Cannon dedicated the French edition of his book. He was an unprepossessing
but eminent French physiologist named Claude Bernard, who had started his working life as a
pharmacist’s assistant in Beaujolais, where his father owned a small vineyard. After being forced
to give up his early schooling for lack of funds, Bernard took up writing plays. He produced first a
comedy and then a five-act play, which he took to Paris in 1834 with the intention of making a
career in the theater. Fortunately for the future health of humankind Bernard was introduced to
an eminent theatrical critic, Saint-Marc Girardin, who read the play and advised Bernard to take
up medicine.At first Bernard planned to be a surgeon, but becoming dissatisfied with the general
lack of physiological data he began to gather his own data by experimenting on animals. By



1839 his dexterity in dissection had brought him to the attention of the great physiologist
François Magendie, who appointed him as assistant. One winter morning in 1846 some rabbits
were brought to Magendie’s lab for dissection and Bernard noticed that their urine was clear and
acidic. As every nineteenth-century French winemaker knew, the urine of rabbits is usually turbid
and alkaline. Bernard realized that the rabbits had not been fed and theorized that since the
urine of carnivores is clear, the hungry, herbivorous rabbits must have been living on their fat.
When he fed grass to the rabbits their urine returned to its normal alkaline turbidity. He double-
checked with an experiment on himself. After twenty-four hours subsisting only on potatoes,
cauliflower, carrots, green peas, salad, and fruit, Bernard’s own urine went turbid and alkaline.
Bernard then starved the rabbits, fed them boiled beef and dissected them to find out what had
happened. He saw a milklike substance (he took it to be emulsified fat) that had formed at the
point where the rabbit’s pancreatic juice was pouring into the stomach. There was clearly some
link between the juice and the emulsification of the fats.Two years later he discovered the
glycogenic function of the liver, which injects glucose into the blood. It was this discovery that led
to Bernard’s greatest contribution to the sum of human knowledge, because he saw that the
function of the liver and the pancreas (and perhaps other systems, too) was to maintain the
body’s equilibrium. He summed up his research: “All the vital mechanisms, however varied they
may be, have only one object, that of preserving constant the conditions of life in the inner
environment.” Follow-up research on the pancreas led an English researcher, William Bayliss, to
coin the phrase that Cannon would use as his book title: “the wisdom of the body.”Not everybody
was happy with Bernard’s work, especially when he designed an oven in which to cook animals
alive. An American doctor, Francis Donaldson, who attended Bernard’s lectures in 1851, wrote:
“It was curious to see walking about the amphitheater of the College of France dogs and rabbits,
unconscious contributors to science, with five or six orifices in their bodies from which at a
moment’s warning, there could be produced any secretion of the body, including that of the
several salivary glands, the stomach, the liver, and the pancreas.”Bernard was well aware of
public opposition to vivisection but defended it: “The science of life is like a superb salon
resplendent with light which one can enter only through a long and ghastly kitchen.” Alas,
Bernard’s wife was unable to take the heat. After leaving him in 1869 she went in search of the
antivivisection activists to whom she had been sending regular contributions.She did not have
far to go. In Paris a fanatical young vegetarian Englishwoman named Anna Kingsford, the owner
of the Lady’s Own Paper, had come to France to study medicine. Kingsford became well-known
at the medical school for refusing to let her professors vivisect during the lessons she attended
and for demonstrating against the practice. Kingsford’s lecture halls were close to Bernard’s
labs, and she became so obsessed by his work that she set about directing all her energies
toward killing him with thought waves. Bernard died only few weeks after she had begun to
concentrate her mental energies on him, convincing her that she had been the instrument of
divine will. Kingsford also claimed to have been responsible for the death of another vivisector,
Paul Bert. However her efforts to do the same to Louis Pasteur failed.Legislation to protect



animals from ill treatment took a long time to reach the statute books, even in England, where
the first such laws were passed. In 1800 the first bill to outlaw bull-baiting had ignominiously
failed in its passage though the Houses of Parliament, opposed by George Canning (later prime
minister), who claimed that bull-baiting “inspired courage and produced a nobleness of
sentiment and elevation of mind…. Putting a stop to bull-baiting was legislating against the spirit
and genius of almost every country and age.” However, in 1821 Dick Martin, MP for Galway,
forced through a bill to protect horses and cattle against ill treatment. It was the first law of its
kind in any country. In 1824 the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals was formed at
the unfortunately named Old Slaughter Coffee House in London. The publication in 1859 of
Darwin’s Origin of Species seemed to strengthen the relationship between humans and animals
and support the animal-defense argument. In 1876 the Victoria Street Society against
Vivisection was formed with Lord Shaftesbury as chairman. The same year a bill was passed to
prevent the vivisection of dogs, cats, mules, horses and asses. By the late nineteenth century
the animal-defense movement had spread throughout the Western world and given birth to
hundreds of local groups known as Humane Societies, in spite of the fact that the name more
properly belonged to earlier humanitarian work of an entirely different nature.
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Christine b Suroski, “A Great Value. Lots of fascinating facts in this book!  I learned a lot!”

Astrotom, “Fantastic.. A variation on some of Burke's other works. I own several of his books and
never tire of the information and connections he sets afoot. It really depends on how much of a
Burke nut you are as to whether you will find it repetitive or fascinating ( again). Burke is one of
my Heroes and he can do no wrong.”

Geert Anthonis, “Witty and challenging Burke at his best. It is refreshing to find a book that lives
up to its reputation. Not that you should have any doubts when the name James Burke is on the
cover. Witty, interesting, intriguing, engaging and the list goes on... A good book even it even if
there is no real point to it all. He but that is my opinion. I can recommend it though for a few
hours of interesting reading  and relaxation.”

John, “Good Quality Read. This book is a historical account of ideas and inventions. That why I
bought it. Its good value. Most products which James Burke puts his name to a well worth
investigatingI recommend this book.”

Bruce aT It, “whats not to like.. it is jamesBurke. whats not to like.”

minoru, “A Brilliant book by a brilliant man. A Brilliant book by a brilliant man. It is my current
bedside reading after having read it right through twice already. There's just too much to absorb
on one read. I cannot recommend this book highly enough. In as good as new condition, I am
very pleased indeed. Thank you everyone concerned.”

DM SHERWOOD, “Facinating. Unhonvential View of History”

Neil Hardie, “Five Stars. James Burke - interesting and brilliantly written”

G R Rendell, “Five Stars. very good”
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